
Test Stand 
It looks a lot like the Clermont Ferrand  test stand since I copied their setup. 

We plan to have 4 test stands with DBv6s 

Band Saw sliced 1 hole bottle stoppers. 
Shield from the thermo-electric cooler 
and fan power leads … the integrator 
ADCs are very sensitive to noise. 

Serial number bar code 20LLCHI10V4000 



Step 2 
      Test the DB to PPR (or Emulator) connection is good 
           ======== run ResetLinksv5.py (Alberto’s code) =========== 

After Burn-In is completed, we need to do final 
test of all of the functions of the mainboards 
before sending them to CERN or other labs. 

Step 1 
   For burn-in, special firmware is used for the FPGAs that uses the onboard 
   40MHz clock. 
        =============== load physics firmware ===================== 





Step 3   ====== serno.py ========= 
      Read the board serial number and make a directory of that name to 

store test results. 
      Read/Write to all of the 3in1/FENICS card configuration registers 



Step 4   ====== offset.py ========= 
      plot the high and low gain offset dac vs ADC Counts  



Step 5   ====== evLG.py  and evHG.py ========= 
      look at pulse shape for each ADC 



Step 6   ====== cisLG.py and cisHG.py========= 
      plot the high and low gain charge injections  dac vs ADC Counts  

… and other plots    RMS vs DAC      Fit-Data vs DAC 



Step 7   ====== intlin.py========= 
      at lowest 3in1/FENICS gain setting plot DAC vs ADC Counts 



Step 7   ====== intres.py========= 
      plot the resolution at one DAC setting 

If all of this looks good, we move on to the next MainBoard. 



We need to process each day: 
1. remove 4 MainBoards from a Burn-In table. 
2. affix serial numbers on 4 new boards 
3. program burn-In firmware on the 4 new boards 
4. mount then in the heater boxes 
5. scan the serial numbers and start the 5 day heat cycle 

 
6. do final testing as outlined above for the 4 boards that 

came out of the burn-in stand. 
….  shipping logistics …. Repairs ….. ? 

900 boards ….. 
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